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Anthedemos

Anthedemos is sometimes reminiscent of an intermediary. That’s how he 
meets himself, the intermediary of his double in Herosynthèse (2020). In 
this film, the narrator meets in a dystopian-bucolic near-future, in search 
of answers that he probably already knows. He meets through a screening 
and a stage device, which will stretch the possibilities of the performance 
in all directions. When the two characters sing together, the magic works 
and the screen is almost invisible. Anthedemos creates interfaces to link 
worlds.

The position of intermediary, or even shaman, is obvious in the scenic 
objects produced by the artist. Masks, scepters, ritual devices... 
Anthedemos’ visual vocabulary recalls ceremonies of connection with 
other worlds. The technical devices he uses also recall this notion of 
passage - of passer-by - by regularly mixing different disciplines, such as 
performance, film and music. Films are produced as part of a performance, 
which can be replayed live in another context. For this he mobilizes the 
tools available in the contexts in which he shows his work. A screen, 
music instruments and a stage in a place dedicated to music, a screening 
within an installation in an exhibition... This porosity of mediums allows 
the development of projects in a more extended temporality, and to test 
the capacity of intermediation.

In order to insist on Anthedemos’ role as a transmitter, and on the way he 
materializes it, let us return to the notion of interface. It can be material 
as well as appearing in the staging of the narrative. The screen becomes 
the main point of view in Erebo Rose (2022), in the manner of a first-
person video game. In a work where costume is omnipresent, the use 
of the subjective camera is almost a way of putting on the costume of 
the narrator, and of pushing the role of the intermediary to its limits. 
Anthedemos emphasizes the importance of interfaces from the very 
beginning of the film. He introduces his roommate Sara, sitting in front 
of a messy old school computer screen. Sara tidies and tidies again 
and again, but her neuroses get worse. Tidying up files won’t solve the 
problems. Sara is stuck in front of his screen because he can’t access 
what’s on the other side.

On the other hand, it is perhaps another desirable world that Anthedemos 
points out to us. It presents us with other possibilities, perhaps a way 
out. The original world of Anthedemos is familiar to many independents 
workers in the art world. It resembles the world of artists who are tortured 
by the Social Benefits’ administration for their quarterly declarations. It 
looks like a flat share where you can’t invite too many friends, because 
it bothers Sara, and it might bother the neighbour who is already fed up 
with the sound of chairs scraping the floor and the wind coming through 
the open windows. 

Anthedemos then explores what might happen in an alternative reality. 
In Herosynthèse, he meets his twin in a parallel world where time flows 
backwards. Things aren’t much better there, even if the twin has his feet 
in the grass. In fact, it’s like here but worse, in the logical continuation 
of things. A polluted, hyper-secure world that divides the rich and the 
poor with a police bulwark. The twin is not very optimistic about any 
opposition to such a system. With this slightly worse version of our reality, 
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the objective is not so much to imagine that something can be done to 
change the situation as to admit the state of things.

So if we look at the present, what is going on? If temporality does not change 
the trajectory of the world, is there anything else that can be manipulated? 
Anthedemos answers this question by altering the narrative structure of 
his films, by delegating control of what is being told to his characters. He 
takes this tangent in the manner of Alice in Wonderland when he realizes 
in Erebo Rose that a secret solarium was hidden behind the bathroom 
sink. At this point in the story, by stepping into this topographical marker, 
Anthedemos - an ambiguous figure between director and actor - passes 
on his role as narrator to one of the characters. In the world of video 
games, this could be likened to giving autonomy to NPCs (non-playable 
characters). By sharing the responsibility of the story, it offers a form of 
digression, and allows access to another story, the one lived by Erebo 
Rose, which was not initially intended for us in the original scenario. At the 
end of Erebo Rose’s story, the narrative is returned to Anthedemos who 
can conclude the film.

Digression is therefore a perhaps more effective exit strategy than 
desperate projections into the future. It allows one to project oneself into 
another version of the world, which exists in a shared temporality. The 
narrative relief of Anthedemos’ film - one could imagine it being a new 
transmitter - allows access to this other story by imposing itself on the 
initial scenario. Anthedemos constructs this disruption through writing 
- by short-circuiting his own narrative - and visually, by passing on the 
subjective camera of his character to someone else.

Anthedemos navigates between film and performance without imposing 
any precise boundaries. This allows him to juggle with the codes of these 
disciplines and to take us with him. The performance Herosynthèse and 
the film Erebo Rose are good examples, as the former works through film 
and the latter was recently adapted into a performance that took place in 
Brittany. This performance has itself led to the creation of a new element 
in the film. Part of Anthedemos’ work is therefore to organize the transition 
of these forms, to move them from one state to another. 
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